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Wizardry Legacy v1 Screenshot

This is the wonderfull title screen with the main menu of the game. There are 5

title screen images which are selected randomly .

This is the character creation dialog. On the left we ask the questions required

to creatre your character and on the right we compile the results of the

previous answers.

This is the city dialog. We are currently at the market place where we can buy

equipment and items. The Windows engine support up to 5 different textures

or un-textured color for faster display.

This is the character instpection screen. We can see on this screen the statistics

of the character, his equipment and his combat stats derived from all the

previous info.



Now we are in the maze engine. This is a typical screen shot of the maze

engine minus the party bar and special maze/spell icons. The torch and arrows

are done through masked textures over the wall, while the armors in the back

are done using object images.

This part of the maze use a different texture set. As you can see, the last light is

brighter than the previous one. This is because the lighting flag as been set for

this tile since there are 2 flames on the ground.

This is the poisonous gas area. We use many transparent walls and an aditional

transparent filter over the screen to make this effect. Calculating transparency

takes a lot of time which can be slow on some computer. They can be removed

from the option menu.

This shot works in pair with the next shot. It show you the difference setting or

removing light shading on the texture. This shot is with shading.

This shot is without shading. Shading takes a lot of processing time, some

people might prefer to remove it. Even if it is much brighter, the vision range

stay the same.



This screen shot shows a few possibilities on how we can use masked textures

and object images to add some details to the maze.

This is the teleporter. There is a cool animation effect when you enter the

teleporter which I am very proud of but I cannot shot it to you in a simple

screen shot.

This is an example of dialogs which can be used to manage various events in

the maze. In this case, it is a message to confirm the exit of the maze.

This shot allows to understand texture and images possibilities. The wall

masked texture is the switch which is applied only on 1 wall : the back wall.

The chains and object image which are placed in "4_corner" configuration. The

floor/ceiling masked texture is the metal plate which is only applied on the

floor. Placing 2 different tecture on floor and ceiling is impossible.

This is the introduction story. It scroll the text of the adventure story while

cycling images on the right.



This is the world map. A world map can contains cities and mazes. You can

warp from a city to another or explore maze. There are different travel types (

land, sea, air, magical ) which infuence the price to travel.

This is the combat engine. Basic Combat actions like Fight, Parry, Run works

correctly. Only Spell and skills are not implemented yet.
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